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Abstract 
 
 Regression Model Ridership Forecasts for Houston Light Rail 
 
 
Patton Christopher Sides, MSCRP, MPAff 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 
 
Supervisor:  Talia McCray  & Angela Evans 
 
The 4-step process has been the standard procedure for transit forecasting for over 
50 years.  In recent decades, researchers have developed ridership forecasting regression 
models as alternatives to the costly and time consuming 4-step process.  The model 
created by Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat in 2006 is among the most recent and most 
widely accepted.  It includes station area demographics, central business district (CBD) 
employment, and the station areas’ built environments to estimate ridership. 
This report applies the Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat model to the North Line 
of Houston’s Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO).  The report 
compares the 2030 ridership forecast created by METRO using the 4-step process with 
the LDU model forecasts. 
For the 2030 projections, this report obtained population and employment 
estimates from the Houston-Galveston Area Council and analyzed the data using Esri 
ArcMap and Caliper TRANSCadGIS software programs. 
 vii 
The LDU model produced unrealistically high ridership numbers for the North 
Line.  It estimated 108,430,481 daily boardings.  METRO’s 4-step process predicted 
29,900 daily boardings.  The results suggest that the LDU model is not applicable to the 
Houston light rail system and is not a viable alternative to the 4-step process for this 
specific metropolitan area.   
The LDU method for defining Houston’s CBD was the main problem in applying 
the model.  It calculated an extremely high CBD employment density compared to other 
cities of similar size.  Even when the CBD size was manipulated to decrease employment 
density, the model still predicted 212,210 daily boardings for the North Line, nearly 10 
times higher than METRO’s 4-step process estimate. 
In addition to the problems with the definition of the CBD, the creators of the LU 
model did not specifically explain how to define a metropolitan area.  Multiple 
inconsistent and subjective definitions of a metro area can be used.  This report employs 
three different definitions of the Houston metro, all of which produced three significantly 
different ridership forecasts in the LDU model.   
As a result of these flaws, the LDU model does not accurately apply to METRO’s 
North Line, and it does not serve as a viable alternative to METRO’s 4-step process.  
 viii 
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Executive Summary 
Ridership forecasting is among the most important tasks in which transportation 
planners and engineers engage when designing rail transit systems.  Project costs, route 
and station planning, train capacity, and federal funding are all based on ridership 
estimates.   
The “4-step process” has been the standard procedure for transit forecasting for 
over 50 years.  Although generally accurate and reliable, the 4-step process has several 
shortcomings.  Planners claim it is too costly, too time consuming, lacks flexibility, is too 
automobile oriented, and is not sensitive to social factors influencing transit ridership.  In 
recent decades, researchers have developed alternative ridership forecasting regression 
models to address some of the limitations of the 4-step process.  The model created by 
Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat in 2006 is among the most recent and most widely 
accepted.  Their model improves upon another alternative model, the 1996 H-1 model, 
developed for the Transportation Research Board.  It includes station area demographics, 
central business district (CBD) employment, fares, and the station areas’ built 
environments to estimate ridership. 
This report applies the Lane-DiCarlantonio-Usvyat (LDU) model to the North 
Line of Houston’s Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO).  The 
North Line is currently under construction and will open in late 2013 or early 2014.  The 
report compares the 2030 ridership forecast created by METRO using the 4-step process 
with the LDU model forecasts. 
For the 2030 projections, this report obtained population and employment 
estimates from the Houston-Galveston Area Council.  The data was organized and 
analyzed using Esri ArcMap and Caliper TransCAD GIS software programs. 
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The LDU model produced unrealistically high ridership numbers for the North 
Line.  It estimated 108,430,481 daily boardings.  METRO’s 4-step process predicted 
29,900 daily boardings.  The LDU model’s estimates are over 3,600 times greater than 
METRO’s.  The results suggest that the LDU model is not applicable to the Houston light 
rail system and is not a viable alternative to the 4-step process for this specific 
metropolitan area.   
The LDU method for defining Houston’s CBD was the main problem in applying 
the model.  It calculated an extremely high CBD employment density compared to other 
cities of similar size.  This high CBD employment density was the most significant factor 
in calculating such high ridership.  Even when the CBD size was manipulated to decrease 
employment density, the model still predicted 212,210 daily boardings for the North 
Line, nearly 10 times higher than METRO’s 4-step process estimate. 
In addition to the definition of the CBD, the definition of Houston’s metro area 
was also a problem in the LDU model.  Although the LDU model includes metro area 
employment in one of its significant variables, the researchers do not specifically explain 
how to define a metropolitan area.  Multiple inconsistent and subjective definitions of a 
metro area can be used.  This report employs three different definitions of the Houston 
metro area – the city of Houston, Harris County, and the 8-county Houston-Galveston 
Area Council MPO region.  The three different metro areas produced three significantly 
different ridership forecasts in the LDU model.   
As a result of these flaws, the LDU model does not produce feasible, accurate 
ridership estimates when applied to METRO’s North Line, and it does not serve as a 
viable alternative to METRO’s 4-step process.  When applying the model to areas similar 
to Houston, additional scrutiny should be applied when defining the city’s CDB and 
metro areas. 
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Introduction 
RIDERSHIP FORECASTING 
Ridership forecasting is among the most important tasks in which transportation 
planners and engineers engage when designing rail transit systems.  Project costs, route 
and station planning, train capacity, and federal funding are all based on ridership 
estimates.   
For over 50 years, the 4-step process has been the standard procedure for transit 
forecasting.  The 4-step process breaks down an urban area into traffic analysis zones 
(TAZs).  Using demographic and employment data, the process then calculates four 
stages of transportation for each TAZ – trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, 
and route assignment.  From these calculations, the 4-step process provides aggregate 
transportation patterns for an entire urban area. 
In recent decades, the 4-step process has come under criticism.  Transportation 
planners claim that the process is costly and labor and data intensive.  In response, 
researchers have developed forecasting techniques to provide alternatives to the 4-step 
process.  These alternative methods typically involve regression models whose variable 
including demographic and employment data from transit station catchment areas,  
central business district employment figures, and other physical characteristics of the 
transit lines (such as fares, line length, parking at stations, etc.).   
The Transportation Research Board  and Transit Cooperative Research Program 
commissioned a study in 1996 to produce a nationally applicable forecasting model.  The 
resulting model, the H-1 Model, was a landmark shift in the field of transportation 
planning.  Ten years later, the Transportation Research Board refined, updated, and 
improved this model in a paper by Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat.  This current model 
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is widely accepted in the transportation planning field as a usable, effective tool in 
ridership forecasting. 
FOCUS OF STUDY 
This paper applies to the model developed by Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat to 
predict ridership on Houston METRO’s North Line for the year 2030.  The North Line 
provides a viable subject for comparing forecasting studies for urban light rail.  This line 
was selected primarily because it shares minimal stations with other lines.   The Lane-
DiCarlantonio-Usvyat (LDU) model in this study utilizes stations area demographics to 
calculate ridership.  When multiple lines stop at a single station, their catchment areas 
“overlap,” and it can be difficult to extract the station area influences for different lines.  
In addition, the North Line is an archetypal example of urban light rail.  It connects 
multiple activity centers within the urban core of the Houston metro area. 
2030 was selected because it is fifteen years beyond the planned opening date of 
three METRO lines.  In the first year operation, light rail lines typically experience spikes 
and variations in ridership trends.  Riders may be attracted to the newness of rail, and 
ridership may be unusually high in the first several months of operation.  Also, 
commuters need time to experiment with the new mode of transportation and compare its 
costs and time benefits with their current modes; they need time to adjust to the newly 
available line.  The 2030 date avoids any statistically separated anomalies that may occur 
in the early years of operation.   
RESEARCH QUESTION 
This report answers the following question:  Is the Lane-DiCarlantonio-Usvyat 
(LDU) model a viable alternative to the 4-step process for forecasting ridership on 
Houston’s North Line?  
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The report will compare the results of the LDU model with the forecasts already 
produced my METRO’s 4-step method.  The results will demonstrate the effectiveness, 
or lack thereof, of the LDU model.  If the model forecasts numbers similar to METRO’s 
4-step process, it may prove to be a viable alternative, and planners may apply it to future 
projects.  If the model’s forecasts are significantly different from those of the 4-step 
process, it may need to be reviewed by researchers to improve its accuracy and 
applicability to metro systems across the nation. It is beyond the scope of this research to 
determine which technique is more accurate for ridership estimates, but the report may 
inspire research into the application and improvement of both techniques 
 PAPER OVERVIEW 
This paper opens with a brief history of light rail systems in the United States.  
Next, it discusses different forecasting techniques, specifically the 4-step process, the H-1 
model, and the LDU model.   
The paper then shifts its focus to the Houston METRO North Line.  It details the 
results of applying the LDU model to the North Line and compares them with METRO’s 
predictions.  These results determine if the model is a viable alternative to the 4-step 
process.  Finally, the paper suggests future research to and applicability and accuracy of 
the LDU model. 
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Chapter 1: Light Rail History 
According to the Transportation Research Board, light rail is:  
 
An electric railway system, characterized by its ability to operate single or 
multiple car (trains) along exclusive rights-of-way at ground level, on aerial 
structures, in subways or in streets, able to board and discharge passengers at 
station platforms or at street, track, or car-floor level and normally powered by 
overhead electrical wires. 
The first forms of rail transit in the United States were horse-drawn trolleys along 
guided tramways.  The first “horse cars” appeared in New York City in 1829, and the 
concept spread to other major cities on the East Coast during the subsequent decades 
(Garrett 2004).  Over the next one hundred years, rail transit systems expanded 
significantly throughout the United States.  Electric trolleys replaced horse-drawn 
carriages.  Trains became larger with greater capacity, forming “heavier” rail systems.  
Subways sent trains underground, removing them from crowded streets.  Rail transit 
became a popular and essential cornerstone of urban transportation.   
In the early 20
th
 century, the advent of the automobile started the decline of rail 
transit.  America’s love affair with the car took commuters off the trains and onto the 
streets.  The Great Depression also diminished cities’ funds for public transportation 
(Garrett 2004).   
After World War II, America’s love affair with the car swelled and brought about 
the demise of light rail systems.  Expansion of manufacturing and increased wages led to 
more affordable cars and increased individual automobile ownership. In addition to 
connecting US cities via freeways, the Interstate Highway Act of 1956 accelerated 
construction of high speed limited access highways for intra-urban travel.  City planners 
and policy makers committed to urban freeways and auto-oriented development as the 
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future of America’s urban transportation infrastructure.  Numerous cities, such as Detroit, 
Cleveland, and Rochester, lost their subway and street cars systems in the 1950s. 
However, this auto-dependent culture brought about two significant urban 
problems, among others – air pollution and traffic congestion.  In the late 1960s, planners 
re-focused on rail and transit-oriented development as potential remedies for pollution 
and congestion. 
The 1970s and 1980s saw a resurgence in rail transit construction.  The California 
Bay Area started BART subway services in 1972.  Washington D.C.’s first subway 
service began in 1976.  Atlanta opened MARTA in 1979.  Five other cities opened lines 
in and the 1980s.  Transit-oriented cities like New York City and Boston improved and 
expanded their already popular rail systems.  
Since 1990, the nation has experienced a boom in light rail construction.  Twenty-
one cities opened systems in the past two decades.  Due to construction and maintenance 
costs, most cities have not built subterranean systems like the Bay Area, Washington, and 
Atlanta, but rather have opted for street-level light rail systems that are much less 
expensive than subways.  While portions of modern light rail trains may pass through 
underground tunnels for short portions of their tracks, 21
st
 century systems are primarily 
built above ground. 
America’s new fascination with light rail can be seen in ridership statistics.  In 
1990, rail transit provided 492,796,000 trips to commuters.  By 2011 that number had 
almost doubled to 952,187,000 trips (American Public Transportation Association 2012).  
There are currently thirty-five cities operating light rail in the United States covering over 
860 miles of track.  Light rail is once again gaining popularity and significance in 
America’s public transportation networks.   
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Planners and researchers break down the umbrella term of “light rail” into two 
categories – urban rail and commuter rail.  While similar in physical structure and 
transportation purpose, commuter rail and urban light rail serve two different 
communities.  Commuter rail’s long track ways primarily carry suburban workers to 
central business districts for work and recreational activities.  They often span multiple 
cities and suburban jurisdictions.    
In contrast, urban light rail does not extend into sprawling suburbs.  Although 
urban light rail primarily serves transit needs in and out of the central business district, it 
also provides intra-city transportation among various activity centers.  Urban light rail 
allows for “reverse commuting” for workers who live in the urban core and work in 
employment centers outside the CBD (like an airport, medical center, or university).  
While serving different communities, the goals of commuter rail and urban light rail are 
the same – to provide citizens with alternatives to automobile travel, allow commuters to 
avoid traffic congestion, reduce pollution, and increase overall urban mobility and 
accessibility.  
“Light rail” is often used as a blanket term for both types of systems.  In this 
paper, “light rail” will be used to refer to urban rail systems, such as Houston’s; but in 
general discussion of rail history and statistics, it may refer to both types of rail systems.   
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Chapter 2: Ridership Forecasting 
 
IMPORTANCE OF RIDERSHIP FORECASTING 
In the context of current growing light rail demand, ridership forecasting is one of 
the most important and challenging tasks for transportation planners.  In their 2006 
report, researchers Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat write: 
 
Ridership potential is among the most valuable attributes to understand during 
early stages of project development.  A projects ability to serve future travel 
demand characterizes its value to society and justification for investment.    
In other words, the one of the most important issues that must be addressed in planning a 
light rail project is, “How many riders will the system serve?”  Not only does this address 
the magnitude of the population being served by a public project, it also helps predicts 
how much revenue the system can generate to help pay for its operation. Predicting 
ridership is essential in the cost benefit analysis of constructing a new rail line or 
extending a line.   
These predictions are also key for projects receiving Federal Transit Authority 
(FTA) and other government funds.  Potential ridership is one of the many factors that the 
FTA considers when granting funds to transit projects, and proposed projects must meet 
certain thresholds of potential ridership in order to qualify for certain levels of federal 
funding.   
Ridership forecasting is also important for policy and system oversight and 
modifications.  Estimates address such issues as: opening a new line; extending lines; 
closing a line; re-routing service; changing fares; changing headway times; and 
increasing or decreasing train capacity.   
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STUDY OF QUALITY OF RIDERSHIP FORECASTING 
In 2006, the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) commissioned a study 
that surveyed 45 transit agencies.  The report found the majority of transit agencies are 
not completely satisfied with their current systems and are continually seeking to improve 
their prediction models.  A study of the main arguments of the 2006 study follows. 
Methodology and data 
Roughly one-third of the responding agencies were satisfied with their methods, 
one-third were only partially satisfied, and one-third were not satisfied.  The quality and 
availability of data and the accuracy of forecasting were the most commonly cited 
frustrations.  The majority of agencies did not have optimal data for their forecasts.  44% 
reported general, but not complete, satisfaction with the data reliability.  They reported a 
need for greater data availability, more current data, and more detailed data (Dan Boyle 
& Associates 2006). 
Some agencies improvise modeling techniques and create new models for nearly 
every single new project.  The accuracy of these improvised models relies solely on the 
individuals creating them, and they are typically not transferrable to other projects or 
other geographic regions of study (Dan Boyle & Associates 2006).   
External expertise 
Many forecasting techniques are too complex for transit agencies.  Modeling 
expertise is typically found in metropolitan planning organizations, not the transit 
agencies themselves.  Agencies often contract this work to the region’s metropolitan 
planning organization (MPO) rather than completing it in house (Dan Boyle & Associates 
2006).  While cooperation between transit authorities and MPOs is vital for regional 
transportation planning, relying on an external office for data and analysis may not 
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provide transit authorities with proper data in a timely manner.  Also, since MPOs focus 
on large, multi-county regions, their data may not be specific enough for a local transit 
authority. 
Model applicability 
The TCRP also cited problems with models that focus specifically on route-level 
ridership.  The Lane Transit District (LTD) system of Eugene, OR and the Metropolitan 
Transit Development Board (MTDB) of San Diego published two of the most recent 
agency-produced route-level ridership prediction models.1  The LTD model was 
developed in 1997 but was discontinued less than a decade later due to difficulties in data 
acquisition.  The MTDB model also proved unsuccessful.  It was accurate for primary 
commuter routes, but was not transferrable to other level routes, like feeders and 
community circulators (Dan Boyle & Associates 2006). 
In review of the TCRP study, while ridership forecasting is vital to transit 
agencies, the majority of these agencies are not completely satisfied with their current 
systems, and they are continually seeking to improve their forecasting models.   This 
paper will next review the major ridership estimate techniques, their strengths, criticisms, 
and the continual modification and improvements of these models.    
 
                                                 
1 See Hartgen, D.T. and M.W. Horner, “A Route-Level Transit Ridership Forecasting Model for Lane 
Transit District, Eugene, Oregon,” Transportation Publication Number 170, University of North Carolina 
Charlotte Center for Interdisciplinary Transportation Studies, Charlotte, 1997.  
AND 
Boyle, D. and K. Luhrsen, “Ridership Estimation Model for MTDB,” Prepared for MTDB by 
Transportation Management & Design, San Diego, Calif., 1998. 
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Chapter 3: The 4-step process 
The most widely accepted method for ridership forecasting is the 4-step process.  
This model was developed in the 1950s as part of transportation analysis programs that 
were developed during post-war economic growth and development (McNally 2007).   
The 4-step process has been the standard model for transportation planning in the United 
States for over fifty years despite some criticism and efforts to improve the method.   
THE PROCESS 
The model is divided into four stages – trip generation, trip distribution, mode 
choice, and route assignment. 
Before the 4-step process is begun, the study area is divided in transportation 
analysis zones.  TAZs are geographic units whose edges follow the transportation 
network of a region.  Although their size varies, they typically encompass multiple 
census blocks but are smaller than census tracts.   
Once an area has been divided into TAZs, the first step of the process is trip 
generation.  Analyzing the population, household demographics, and other socio-
economic characteristics of each TAZ, planners determine how many daily trips will be 
produced from each TAZ. 
The second step is trip distribution.  This step assigns destinations to each trip that 
is generated by each TAZ.  Trip distribution is calculated from various characteristics – 
what is the employment within the TAZ?  Does the TAZ contain retail, shopping, or 
entertainment?  Does the TAZ contain special generators, such as an airport or school?  
The trips are then distributed through the matrix of TAZs to determine where people 
travel.  The distribution step is essentially a destination choice model that takes into 
account impedances (friction functions) between TAZs.   
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The third step in the process is mode choice.  This step analyzes trip destinations 
and costs (usually in terms of money and time) to determine how many travelers will 
choose car, bus, rail, etc.  It reflects choice probabilities of individual trip makers.  The 
most common model for this step is a nested logit model (McNally 2007).   
The final step is route assignment.  After travelers are assigned to a mode, this step 
determines what bus route, streets or rail lines they will choose.   
The 4-step model is reliable, relatively accurate, and widely accepted in 
transportation planning despite some criticism and attempts to improve its methodology.  
It is thorough and detail-oriented.  Calculations are made on a zone-by-zone basis using 
real census data.  Although it relies on local transportation data, the process can be 
universally applied to any location.  It has been the standard in transportation planning 
for decades. 
CRITICISM OF THE 4-STEP PROCESS 
Despite its history of reliability, the 4-step process has many critics.  Researchers 
and planners argue that the 4-step process possesses several shortcomings, claiming it is: 
 Time consuming, labor intensive, and costly 
 Rigid and inflexible to policy changes, such as fares, train schedules, and 
bus access  
 Unable to analyze small-scale built environment 
 Auto-oriented transportation  
 Not reflective of social influences on transportation   
Time Consuming, labor intensive, costly 
The most common critique is that is data and labor intensive.  It requires lengthy 
travel survey data and complex data processing programs.  Major cities contain over 
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1,000 TAZs, resulting in over 1 million TAZ matrices that must be calculated.  Often 
TAZ boundaries do not align with census block boundaries, so applying census 
information accurately to TAZs required tedious data manipulation and correction.   
Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat comment that “Traditional four-step travel demand 
models tend to be too costly, detailed, and time-consuming to provide a region with 
quick, affordable answers to broad questions about a conceptually defined project (Lane, 
DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006).”  In its study of 45 transit agencies’ planning methods, 
the TCRP reports that “because the traditional forecasting process is data and labor 
intensive, transit agencies have developed and applied other methods for transit demand 
forecasting and service planning (Dan Boyle & Associates 2006).”  These include 
regression sketch models, automated passenger counts, and advanced GIS technology.   
Rigid and inflexible to policy 
In addition, the 4-step process cannot take into account variables in transportation 
policy, like fare increases or changes in frequency of service.  In addition, the process 
does not analyze station-area characteristics, like population density and parking, to 
determine travel behavior.   
Unable to analyze small-scale built environment 
The 4-step process is not sensitive to details in the small-scale built environment of 
cities.  While it does study road, rail, bus, and bike path networks, it does not take into 
account the interaction of these transportation systems.  It does not take into account 
inter-modal transit hubs – like bus stops adjacent to rails stations – that also play a role in 
commuters’ transportation decisions.  Pedestrian accessibility is also ignored.   
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Automobile oriented 
Since the second half of the 20
th
 century, planners applying the 4-step process 
generally have been automobile focused and primarily concerned with traffic engineering 
improvements.  Under this lens, the 4-step process has been developed as a car-based 
model, with alternative transportation modes only as a secondary consideration (McNally 
2007).  As a result, the 4-step process does not directly predict rail ridership.  It predicts 
commuter patterns for all available mode choices for an entire metro area – car, rail, bike, 
etc. – and distributes commuters proportionately among those modes according to 
geographic location and commuter preferences.  The process only forecasts the 
probability that someone will choose rail over car, bus, or some other mode.  It is not a 
process that one can apply simply to predict ridership on a single line – it instead 
calculates ridership probability of all modes in an entire metro area.  Because automobile 
transportation is dominant in the United States, mass transit is often under represented. 
Not reflective of social issues 
Finally, the 4-step process has been criticized by researchers of transportation’s role 
in social justice issues.  Scholars point out that the model assumes that travel decisions 
are made by household choice, and that these choices represent families’ preferences and 
best possible options given a specific city structure.  However, lower income families, 
those without cars, or those with no access to public transportation, are influenced more 
by their constraints rather than their preferences.  Consequently: 
 
Travel models that use existing travel patterns as the basis for forecasting will, 
implicitly, reproduce these differences in accessibility and mobility. More 
specifically, such models will strengthen the position of those who received 
transport facilities in the past and are thus more likely to travel (typically the car 
owner given the extensive road building over the past decades), and weaken the 
position of those who received few facilities and are thus limited in their 
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possibilities to travel (typically the car-less given the reduction in public transport 
services during the same period) (Martens and Hurvitz 2006). 
In addition, demand-based models look at level of service criteria to promote 
transportation improvements.  When future demand is predicted, the model starts with 
high travel rates among car-owning groups with high incomes, typically in economically 
vibrant areas.  Since these populations are generally growing, the 4-step model shows a 
need for improved services, which consequently results in higher trip rates among these 
groups.   
 
Given the link between current travel patterns and future demand, we expect that 
the consecutive application of the four-step model over a period of time, with the 
consequent development of transport infrastructure based on the model results at 
each stage, will exacerbate the existing gaps between high-mobile and low-mobile 
groups, in terms of available transport facilities and accessibility (Martens and 
Hurvitz 2006). 
In review, despite its widespread acceptance, the 4-step process possesses several 
shortcomings.  First, it is time consuming, labor intensive, and costly.  It does not allow 
planners to adjust forecasts for policy changes, such as fares, train schedules, and bus 
access.  In addition, it was developed for auto-oriented transportation planning and may 
not directly predict rail ridership.  Finally, critics point out that the 4-step process does 
not reflect social and demographic influences on transportation choices.  Researchers 
seek to improve these weaknesses different modeling techniques.   
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Chapter 4: Modeling Alternatives to the 4-Step Process 
In response to the problems of 4-step process, researchers seek new models 
examining an array of variables to predict ridership.   
To address the labor and time intensive data requirements of the 4-step process, 
newer modeling techniques collect demographic, employment, and built environment 
data from catchment areas surrounding transit stations.  Typical catchment areas range 
from ¼ mile to 2-mile radius.2  Analyzing catchment area data allows planners and 
researchers to utilize much smaller amounts of data than the 4-step process.  Smaller data 
sets are easier to access and calculate than regional TAZ data captured in the 4-step 
process. Researchers and planners prefer to analyze station catchment data because it is 
more reflective of the land use and demographics in proximity to transit corridors.   
To address the other shortcomings of the 4-step process - its insensitivity to 
transportation policy, built environment, alternatives to automobile travel, and social 
influences on transportation – researchers have identified several variables that influence 
rail ridership.  They argue that these variables are more reflective of those communities 
that are most likely to access rail transit.  Whereas the 4-step process aggregates TAZ 
data from an entire metro area to calculate probabilities of rail ridership, variables within 
catchment areas can more closely identify the demographic, employment, and land use 
patterns in proximity to rail lines that directly impact commuting choices.  
While many other factors influence light rail ridership, the following variables are 
among the most consistently studied by forecasting researchers: 
                                                 
2 For scholarly discussion of catchment areas and appropriate sizes for study, see: 
 Erick Guerra, Robert Cervero, Daniel Tischler. The Half-Mile Circle: Does It Best Represent Transit 
Station Catchments?  WORKING PAPER UCB-ITS-VWP-2011-5. UC Berkeley Center for Future Urban 
Transport, July 2011. 
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 Population density 
 employment density 
 land use mix 
 walking accessibility 
 transit accessibility 
 automobile accessibility 
 CBD characteristics  
The characteristics of each these variables within each station catchment area 
determine the number of boardings and egresses at each station.  The literature is ripe 
with research on these factors that affect light rail ridership, and these are discussed 
below.  
THE IMPORTANCE OF DENSITY 
Numerous studies of light rail show that residential and employment densities are 
the most important factors influencing ridership.  Density of the overall urban area is 
important, but station area density is the most significant.  Higher density yields more rail 
trips.   
In 1996, TCRP commissioned meta-analysis of ridership forecasting research from 
scholars around the United States.  The extensive, groundbreaking report synthesized 
research dealing with a myriad of urban form variables and their impacts on rail 
ridership.  The report also includes original research by the TCRP.  From dozens of 
studies, the TCRP concludes, “The clear message from the body of research reviewed 
here is that, more than any other land use characteristic, compactness matters in 
influencing transit use (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  Many of 
the following cited studies are found in the TCRP report.  
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In their 1995 study of Portland’s transit system, Nelson and Nygaad note that “of 40 
land use and demographic variables studied, the most significant for determining transit 
demand are the overall housing density per acre and the overall employment density 
(Nelson/Nygaard Consulting Associates 1995)."  In their study, residential and 
employment density account for 93% of the variance in transit demand.  In addition, 
Cervero’s 1993 study of multiple California cities’ transit systems found that, 
“neighborhood density and proximity mattered most” in influencing transit use (Cervero 
1993). 
Other studies show that increasing density can decrease automobile use, which may 
increase transit use.  Harvey’s and Holzclaw’s research suggests that doubling urban 
densities may decrease vehicle miles traveled by 20-30% per capita (Harvey 1990); 
(Holtzclaw 1990).  As vehicle travel decreases, commuters choose other forms of 
transportation, rail being among them.  The research suggests that when as density 
increases, driving decrease, and rail may be a viable option for commuters.    
A similar study by the TCRP and Transportation Research Board (TRB) studied the 
effectiveness of multiple cities’ light rail systems.  Effectiveness was measured in 
passenger miles per line mile.  The study divided thirteen US cities into low, medium, 
and high density gradients.  While central business district (CBD) density was significant 
in the study, residential density was even more so.  An increase in each density gradient 
resulted in a 40% increase in passenger miles per line mile (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade 
& Douglas, Inc. 1996).  
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Figure 1: Light rail effectiveness by CBD jobs and various densities  
The above chart demonstrates two significant findings relating to density.  First, when controlling 
for CBD employment, the higher density residential gradients consistently show higher passenger 
efficiency than lower residential gradients.  Even when employment density is low for each 
residential density gradient, there is little drop in ridership.  The data suggests that residential 
density is highly influential in ridership, and more influential than employment density. 
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
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Figure 2: Transit trips per person as function of density 
The above chart shows how as population density, in terms of persons per zonal acre, increases, 
transit trips increases.  This particular study controlled for household income.  Ridership 
increases for all income groups.   
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
 
Other multi-city studies found 10% increases in density (persons per acre) boosted 
light rail ridership by approximately 6% at each given station.  A study of Chicago found 
that doubling density in certain areas doubles transit use (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & 
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Douglas, Inc. 1996).  While density does not necessarily cause individuals to choose 
transit, extensive research shows a statistically strong correlation.  This research led to 
the conclusion, “Employment and residential density are the most important factors 
associated with transit ridership (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).” 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT 
Closely related to density, mixed use urban design tends to promote light rail 
ridership.  Mixed used development offers a variety of amenities – homes, jobs, leisure 
activities – in close proximity.  They provide multiple diverse destinations for which a 
single transit station can provide access, thus making light rail an appealing mode of 
transportation.  Mixed use developments can provide a one-stop trip with destinations 
within walkable distances from a station.  Such developments are known as transit-
oriented developments (TODs) and have been popular with light rail proponents for 
several decades.  TODs contrast with single-use zones, like large housing developments 
or strip shopping centers.  These single-use zones typically require large parking lots or 
single car trips – environments that discourage walking and transit.  The link between 
TODs and rail ridership is not causal, but correlated.  Transit oriented development 
facilities light rail, but does not necessarily cause riders to choose it as a mode of 
transportation.  However, municipalities that promote light rail expansion also promote 
mixed used developments and plan them as potential locations for light rail stations 
(Filion 2001).  
Several illustrations in TCRP studies point to the correlation between mixed use 
and light rail ridership.  One report states, “land use mix increases accessibility by 
increasing the number of nearby destinations available for a given trip purpose or 
activity, thus also increasing opportunity for non-motorized travel (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
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Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  Mixed used is important at employment centers.  “In 
employment centers, land use mix clearly contributes to the increasing use of transit,” 
and, “Within employment centers, land use mix influences mid-day mode choice 
decisions—enabling walk or transit trips to substitute for automobile trips (Parsons 
Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).” 
Multiple studies have analyzed the correlation between mixed used developments 
and light rail ridership.  In Cervero’s study of multiple California transit systems, he 
concludes, “transit focused developments need to be…moderately dense mixed use 
communities (Cervero 1993).”  Again, mixed use supports rail ridership and can be 
analyzed in forecasting models; but it does not directly cause commuters to choose light 
rail. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCESSIBILITY 
Accessibility to stations is another significant factor that influences light rail 
ridership.  Many researchers have attempted to define “accessibility,” and in broadly 
accepted terms it can be defined as the ease with which riders can travel to stations and 
reach their ultimate destinations via station stops.  Accessibility is determined by both the 
patterns of land use and the nature of the transportation system (Handy and Niemeier 
1997).  
There exists a correlation between accessibility and ridership – as accessibility 
increases, ridership increases.  Accessibility is a qualitative characteristic than can be 
challenging to quantify.  
Walking accessibility 
One measure of accessibility is ease of access to rail stations via walking. 
Numerous studies show that the proximity of houses and jobs to rail stations leads to 
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more walking trips and increases ridership.  In a study of Chicago’s CTA rail system, 
pedestrians accessing light rail decrease approximately 1.1% for each 100 feet of linear 
distance between a residence and a station.  A similar study of the BART system found 
elasticities from 1.3-1.4% per 100 feet of distance between residences and stations.3 (See 
Figures 2 and 3)  This research is supported be Cervero’s study of multiple California 
transit systems, in which he found light rail’s mode share fell approximately 1.1% for 
every 100 feet in increased walking distance to stations (Cervero 1993).  In a similar 
study of the Washington, D.C. Metrorail, transit mode share decreased .65% for every 
100 foot increase in distance between a residence and a station (JHK and Associates, Inc. 
1987).  Again, the shorter the walking trip to a station, the higher the ridership.  
 
                                                 
3 See Mode of Access and Catchment Areas for Rail Transit, Unpublished.   
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Figure 3: Mode choice as a function of access trip – CTA system 
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
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Figure 4: Mode choice as a function of access trip – METRA system 
The above two graphs are from the 1996  study of Chicago’s CTA and METRA rail systems.  
The thick bold line represents the percentage of trips made by commuters who accessed rail 
stations via walking.  The sharply declining curve shows the reduction in number of trips taken 
by commuters who walk to stations as their access trip increases.   
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
 
In 2003, Kuby, Barranda, and Upchurch created a regression model for predicting 
demand for possible light rail alignment.  Two of their independent variables were 
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“employment within walking distance (of stations)” and “population within walking 
distance.”  (The model defined as walking distance as a ½ mile radius from a station.)  
While these variables are simply measures of employment and population density near 
stations, the fact that the researchers defined them as “within walking distance” shows 
how significantly walking access is in influencing light rail station boardings.  The 
researchers measured how many employees and residents could access the rail stations 
via walking.  Walking distance was the basis for the measurement of these variables and 
represents an index for station accessibility.  
The conclusions from this research suggest that as transportation agencies analyze 
density and land use in their ridership forecasting, they might also take into account 
walking accessibility and how it influences ridership.  
Bus accessibility 
Access to bus stops is another significant factor that affects light rail ridership.  
Lane, Dicarlantonio, and Usvyat call bus access “very important (2006)” in influencing 
ridership.  Pushkarev’s land mark analysis of factors influencing light rail ridership in the 
United States also cites bus access as a significant factor (Pushkarev, Zupan and Cumella 
1982).   
In an analysis of eleven light rail systems across the United State, a report by the 
TCRP found that stations experienced 130% more boardings when a bus stop was 
adjacent.  Additional research concludes that “fewer riders are likely to use the light rail 
line if bus feeders are lost (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  As a 
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result of this research, numerous regression models that predict light rail ridership include 
a dummy variable to measure for the effects of the presence of bus route accessibility.4 
Auto accessibility 
Auto accessibility is commonly measured in values of parking and is highly 
significant for commuter rail, which typically serves suburbs.  Accessibility via 
automobile is more significant in suburban areas where density is lower, neighborhoods 
are less walkable, land use is more homogenous, and auto travel is dominant.  .  
However, researchers have found automobile accessibility (in terms of parking) to 
significantly influence urban light rail ridership as well (Kuby, Barranda and Upchurch 
2003).  A TCRP study concludes that light rail stations with parking facilities have 50% 
more daily boardings than those without parking (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & 
Douglas, Inc. 1996).  Lane et al.  found that as parking increases at urban rail stations, 
ridership increases (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006).   
The evidence of numerous studies suggest that light rail ridership is higher when 
stations serve as multi-modal hubs linking auto, bus, bike, and pedestrian traffic to rail 
line. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
Central business districts are highly significant in influencing light rail ridership.  
In the United States, light rail and commuter rail lines are designed primarily to funnel 
commuters to and from a CBD.   Again, the correlation between the CBD and ridership is 
significant – CBDs are highly dense, feature varied land use, contain jobs, housing, and 
recreational destinations, and are walkable environments.  In many models, the influence 
                                                 
4 See Michael Kuby, Anthony Barranda, and Christopher Upchurch. Factors Influencing Light Rail Station 
Boardings in the United States.  Transportation Research Part A 38 (2004) 223–247.  Arizona State 
University, 2003. 
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of the CBD is closely intertwined with density measures and land use, and often the 
effects are difficult to extract.  However, researches have devised various statistical 
methods to analyze the effects of a CBD on rail ridership.   
Researchers at the Rice University Center for Urban Mobility Research compared 
transportation patterns among CBD workers with workers in the several high-dense 
employment centers throughout Houston, Texas.  (Houston contains several highly dense 
commercial districts, including the Texas Medical Center, West Chase, Uptown, Greens 
Point, Energy Corridor, and Greenway Plaza).  The researchers found that CBD workers 
were five times more likely to commute via transit than workers in other commercial 
districts, even when their commute lengths were similar distances (Houston's Major 
ActivityCenters and Worker Travel Behavior, 1987).  While this study focused only on 
bus transit, the research suggests that CDBs create an environment well suited to rail 
transit access. 
Multiple findings by the TCRP demonstrate the significant impact that CBD 
employment has on rail ridership.  In a model of a 10-mile light rail line, research showed 
that 
 
 an increase in CBD employment from 50,000 to 100,000 jobs is associated with a 
25- to 50-percent increase in transit effectiveness (passenger miles per line mile), 
while an increase from 100,000 to 200,000 jobs is associated with a 90-percent 
increase in effectiveness ( (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996). 
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Figure 5:  Passenger miles per line mile as function of CBD employment 
The above graph shows how as CBD employment increases, passenger miles per line increases. 
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
 
The report further states that “the most striking feature is the exponential growth 
[in ridership] that occurs as both CBD employment and employment density increases 
(Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  These findings suggests that if 
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cities wish to improve, expand, or create new light rail systems, they may adopt policies 
to strengthen downtown development.   
In conclusion, while many other factors influence light rail ridership, the above 
variables – population density, employment density, land use mix, walking accessibility, 
transit accessibility, automobile accessibility, and CBD characteristics – are among the 
most consistently studied by forecasting researchers.  Including these variables in 
forecasing models addresses the shortcomings of the 4-step model.  They deal with the 
built urban environment, transportation policy, alternatives to the automobile, and social 
factors that influence transit ridership.  In response to limitations of the 4-step model, 
numerous transportation agencies have developed models to incorporate these variables 
into their forecasting models with varying success.  
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Chapter 5: TCRP Project H-1 
In 1996, the TCRP created a forecasting model to serve as an alternative to the 4-
step process.  As a corollary to its extensive 1996 report on ridership forecasting research, 
the TCRP combined the previously discussed variables (density, accessibility, mixed use 
development, CBD characteristics, and others) into a nationally applicable model to 
analyze the land characteristics that support rail transit service.  The report states, “This 
research is the first to define, as a function of land use in a corridor, the likely light rail 
ridership generated in that corridor (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  
The 1996 TCRP H-1 report was groundbreaking in that it produced a meta-study to create 
a quantifiable, nationally applicable model based on previous research conclusions.   
ADDRESSING THE 4-STEP PROCESS 
Although the goal of the H-1 model was not to entirely replace the 4-step process 
in transportation planning, it addressed some of the 4-step process’s shortcomings: 
 Time consuming, labor intensive, and costly 
 Rigid and inflexible to policy changes, such as fares, train schedules, and 
bus access  
 Unable to analyze small-scale built environment 
 Auto-oriented transportation  
 Not reflective of social influences on transportation   
  First and foremost, the regression model has fewer data requirements and is less 
labor intensive, time consuming, and costly.  The H-1 model studies only demographic 
and employment data within ¼ mile and 2-mile station catchment areas, as opposed to 
calculating figures for every TAZ in a metro area. This significantly reduces data 
requirements.   
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  To allow planners to address public transportation policy changes, the model 
includes variables for feeder bus access and parking availability.  Planners using the 
model and adjust the number and frequency of feeder bus routes accessing specific rail 
stations.  They can also adjust the number of available parking spaces at each station.  
These data manipulations allow planners to analyze the impacts of policy changes – 
increasing or decreasing bus routes, increasing or decreasing required public parking – on 
current and future rail lines. 
   In addition, the H-1 model can take into consideration the built urban 
environment.  The model measures the role that parking and travel distances to stations 
and the CBD play in influencing rail ridership.  These factors of the physical urban 
landscape apply specifically at rail corridors, providing a rail-specific alternative to the 4-
step process.     
Finally, analyzing station catchment area data also allows the H-1 model to focus 
only on those communities living along a rail corridor.  Rather than calculating the 
probability that residents in an entire metro area will travel by a different modes, the H-1 
model looks specifically at the factors influencing those who have access to rail transit.  
This allows planners to look more specifically on the social and demographic 
characteristics of those communities who may be most affected by rail transit access.   
THE MODEL 
For the H-1 model, researchers acquired data from nineteen light rail lines in 
eleven metro areas.  In all they analyzed 261 stations.  They combined this multi-city data 
to make a universal regression model that could be applied to any metro area in the 
United States.  The model was developed to give “further guidance of the expected 
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effectiveness and efficiency of fixed rail systems as a function of land use …of so many 
plans now being put forth (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”   
After extensive research, the TCRP identified seven statistically significant 
variables to create an estimation regression model: 
 Terminal station 
 Parking presence 
 Feeder bus presence 
 Distance to nearest station 
 Distance to CBD 
 Population density 
 Employment density (in relation to CBD employment) 
The model formed by these variables can be written as: 
 
Log of Daily Boardings = 5.390  
+ 1.031 × Terminal Station 
+ 0.419 × Parking Present + 0.842 × Feeder Bus 
+ 0.892 × Log of Miles to Nearest Station 
 - 0.597 × Log Miles to CBD  
+ 0.592 × Log of Population Density  (within 2 miles of station) 
+ 0.00110 × (Employment Density × Log of Number of CBD Jobs)   
 
Or, when the logarithmic terms are “unwrapped” to express the dependent 
variable simply in terms of daily station boardings: 
 
Daily Boardings = 1.588 
X [219.2 × 2.82 [If terminal]  
X 1.52 [If parking present]  
X 2.32 [If feeder bus]  
X Miles to nearest station^ (0.892)  
X Miles to the CBD ^ (-0.597)  
X Residential density ^ (0.592) (within 2 miles of station) 
X 1000's of employees ^ (0.00110 × Employment Density)] 
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The data input for each variable was collected for each rail station catchment 
area5.  After ridership was estimated for each station, the station totals were summed to 
calculate total demand on the entire line.  From this model, researchers created multiple 
hypothetical rail lines to test each variable and measure its impact on ridership.  
Researchers manipulated the characteristics or each station area’s land use to determine 
which environments best produce light rail demand.  They established different 
employment and population density gradients to determine ideal demographic 
characteristics that support light rail.  They also experimented with different CBD sizes 
and densities within the model to configure the best possible rail scenarios.   
FINDINGS 
From testing the model on hypothetical lines, the H-1 report makes several 
significant conclusions.  First and foremost, the model echoes the immense amount of 
research that cites density as the most important factor impacting ridership.  For the 
hypothetical lines, the report found that lines in the medium residential density gradient 
produce approximately 20% more riders than those in the low density gradient.  High 
density lines produce 23-30% more riders than those in the medium density gradient, and 
50% more than those in the low gradient.  The report concludes that “overall, light rail 
lines benefit most if they are placed in corridors with a large and dense employment 
                                                 
5 The TCRP report analyzed population demographics in both ½-mile and 2-mile radius catchment areas.  
Size and shape of catchment areas has come under debate.  The TCRP report found 2-mile radius bands to 
be a superior fit for its model.  For further analysis of catchment area size, see: Michael Kuby, Anthony 
Barranda, and Christopher Upchurch. Factors Influencing Light Rail Station Boardings in the United 
States.  Transportation Research Part A 38 (2004) 223–247.  Arizona State University, 2003.  
AND 
Erick Guerra, Robert Cervero, Daniel Tischler. The Half-Mile Circle: Does It Best Represent Transit 
Station Catchments?  WORKING PAPER UCB-ITS-VWP-2011-5. UC Berkeley Center for Future Urban 
Transport, July 2011. 
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concentration and in corridors with higher residential densities (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  The report continues to point to CBD size and density as 
significantly impacting ridership. 
The H-1 report found that distance between stations is statistically significant in 
impacting ridership.  When stations are closer together, they compete for riders, naturally 
reducing ridership levels for at least one station in proximity (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).  The closer the nearest station, the lower the daily 
boardings.   
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Figure 6:  Assumed residential gradients of hypothetical light rail corridors 
The above graph combines the two H-1 model variables of population density and CDB 
distance.  The three different lines show that when controlling for distance to CBD, 
increased density still leads to higher rail ridership.  There exists a correlation between 
density and distance to CBD.  Communities closer to downtown areas are almost always 
more dense than communities outside the CBD.  Since ridership increases with density, it 
is logical that ridership will naturally increase as distance to CBD decreases.          
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996)  
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Accessibility to rail stations is also measured in the model.  Both automobile 
access (measured in terms of available parking) and bus route accessibility are 
statistically significant.  Bus accessibility’s impact is twice as influential as parking, as 
seen in the variables’ coefficients (.842 for bus, .419 for parking) (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996). 
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Figure 7: Rail daily ridership by line length and access mode 
 
The above graphs show the stronger influences that bus access on rail ridership compared 
to parking access. 
(Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996) 
 
The 1996 TCRP H-1 report added original findings to on previous research to 
create a quantifiable, nationally applicable model.  For the first time, planners could 
analyze station-area data that rather than relying on a large region-based 4-step process.  
Rather than analyzing hundreds or thousands of TAZs, planners could focus on smaller 
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data sets and smaller areas near and along transit corridors.  Forecasters were also given 
the flexibility to select and manipulate certain data to more closely reflect the ridership 
patterns of transit systems.  The 1996 H-1 report was a landmark for transit ridership 
forecasting.   
PROBLEMS OF THE TCRP H-1 MODEL 
Recent research cites several problems with the 1996 TCRP H-1 model.  
Although the model was applicable on a national scale, it “has very limited utility for 
application outside the regions, corridors, or proposed projects for which they were 
developed (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006).”  Some of the problems cited by 
Lane, et al. include:  
 Inconsistent definition of the CBD 
 Weak analysis of reverse commuting 
 Non-exclusive station catchment areas  
 Low R-Squared value 
 
Inconsistent definition of  the CBD 
Lane, et al. point out that inconsistencies in how a researcher defines a CBD may 
lead to inaccuracies in the H-1 model.  Defining an area as the “CBD” for research 
purposes can be difficult, as there are no set guidelines in the planning field.  
Consequently, researchers may arbitrarily define urban zones as “downtowns” with 
inconsistent boundaries.  Differing definitions of a CBD can significantly alter research 
results.  Lane, et al. note that the TCRP H-1 model “demonstrated that permitting a 
subjective definition of downtown enables easy manipulation of the model’s results, since 
ridership estimates can be so sensitive to downtown employment (Lane, DiCarlantonio 
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and Usvyat 2006).”   Two of the H-1 model’s variables relate to the central business 
district – employment density and station distance to the CBD.    Because the model 
contains CBD-related explanatory values, the results may be widely skewed depending 
on how one defines the downtown area (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006).  
Reverse commuting 
Lane, el. al., argue that the TCRP H-1 model does not accurately account for the 
phenomenon of reverse commuting – commuters traveling away from the CBD during 
peak hours, or using transit for non-work trips.  The 1996 model seeks only to explain 
ridership variation for traditional suburb to CBD travel.  The report itself states that, “the 
analysis focused solely on radial corridors emanating from the Central Business 
Districts (CBD), since they are the only corridors that exist today (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
Quade & Douglas, Inc. 1996).”  While CBD-centered radial rail systems are still the most 
common today, modern networks extend well beyond simple hub-and-spoke designs.  As 
networks grow and expand, they become less dependent on CBD hubs, connecting 
multiple employment, residential, and recreational locations.  This is especially 
significant for the city of Houston, which features multiple large, dense activity centers.   
Contributing to this problem, the TCRP H-1 model does not include any variables 
that analyze station area employment.  In the H-1 model, all employment variables focus 
on the CBD.  This assumes that all commuters travel to the CBD for work, and ignores 
those who might travel to activity centers outside of downtown for jobs (Lane, 
DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006). This further limits the TCRP H-1 model’s abilities to 
account for reverse commuting because it cannot account for workers travelling from the 
central urban core to jobs outside the BD. 
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Non-exclusive station catchment areas 
The TCRP H-1 model applied non-exclusive catchment areas to study station area 
data.  With non-exclusive catchment areas, the buffer zones around stations that are close 
together overlap.   
 
Illustration 1: Example of non-exclusive catchment areas 
(Source: Clayton Lane, Mary DiCarlantonio, and Len Usvyat 2006) 
As a result, the employment and demographic data within a station’s catchment area may 
be included in another station’s catchment area.   The data may be double or even triple 
counted in a model.  It is difficult to extract each station area’s unique characteristics, and 
ridership may be overestimated.  Also, Lane, et al. found that non-exclusive catchment 
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areas reduce the correlation between the dependent and independent.  They write that for 
light rail systems, “In which stations tend to be spaced very closely, the average 
correlation coefficient with the dependent ln(daily_boardings) was 125% higher for 
variables that used exclusive station geographies (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 
2006).”   Models with exclusive catchment areas tend to be more accurate.  
Low R-Squared value  
Finally, a major deficiency in the TCRP H-1 model is its explanatory power.  The 
model possess an adjusted R-squared value of only .523; that is the model explains only 
52.3% of the variance in light rail ridership.   
In conclusion, although the H-1 model provided a ground-breaking alternative to 
the 4-step process, it still shows weaknesses on which researchers can improve.  These 
weaknesses include inconsistent definition of the CBD, weak analysis of reverse 
commuting, non-exclusive station catchment areas, and a low R-Squared value. 
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Chapter 6: Lane-DiCarlantonio-Usvyat Sketch Model 
A decade after its ground breaking study, researchers Lane, DiCalantonio, and 
Usvyat revisited the TCRP H-1 forecasting model.  They found several areas for 
improvement.  In their 2006 paper, “Sketch Models to Forecast Commuter and Light Rail 
Ridership: Update to TCRP Report 16,” the trio updated and enhanced the H-1 report 
model.   
ADDRESSING THE TCRP H-1 MODEL 
The Lane-DiCarlantonio-Usvyat (LDU) model addresses some of the 
shortcomings of the TCRP H-1 Model: 
The problems with the H-1 model include: 
 Inconsistent definition of the CBD 
 Weak analysis of reverse commuting 
 Non-exclusive station catchment areas 
 Low R-Squared value 
To address the problem of arbitrarily defined CBDs, Lane et al. developed a 
mathematical model to consistently delineate downtown areas.  Utilizing GIS software, 
they underwent the following steps: 
1. For each(TAZ) in the region, compute employment density (ED) as log10 
(employment per square mile). Where ED is less than one job per square mile, 
include blank values to address the skewing effect of the resulting logarithmic 
function. 
2. Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the preceding function, for the 
entire region. 
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3. By using GIS, map the areas whose ED is at least two standard deviations 
above the mean, as well as areas whose ED is more than1.5 standard deviations 
above the mean. 
4. Identify the prime CBD area as contiguous TAZs whose ED is two standard 
deviations above the mean. If two geographically independent clumps of TAZs 
meet the definition, choose only the group nearest the downtown commuter or 
light rail stations. When evaluating contiguity, exclude rivers, parks, highways, or 
zones whose ED is more than 1.5 times the mean. If they are separated only by a 
TAZ with ED 1.5 times the mean, include both. 
5. Finally, define the downtown as all of the prime CBD area plus any adjacent 
zones whose standard deviation is 1.5 times the mean. 
This mathematical formula creates an objectively defined CBD that can be 
uniformly applied to a city.  Without a specific formula, planners and researchers using 
the H-1 model could subjective downtown boundaries.  These boundaries might change 
depending on the researcher or the project.  The purpose of this formula is to consistently 
define the CBD based on employment density statistics to create a uniform geography 
that will not skew research results.   
 
An example can be seen in illustration 2 that shows the delineation of 
Philadelphia’s downtown area.  
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Illustration 2: CBD of Philadelphia  
The above illustration show all TAZs included in the Philadelphia CBD shaded in gray.  
All TAZs with employment densities 2 standard deviations above the metro mean are 
included (those with double hashes).  Only those TAZs with employment ensities 1.5 
standar deviations above the metro mean (single hashes) that lie adjacent to the 2-
standard deviation TAZs are included in the CBD.  
 (Source: Clayton Lane, Mary DiCarlantonio, and Len Usvyat 2006) 
 
These steps create a consistent, duplicable process for defining a CBD for future 
studies using the LDU model 
To address the issue of reverse commuting, Lane et al. also improved the H-1 
model by including station area employment data.  The earlier model only included 
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employment data from the CBD.  By including station area employment, the new model 
can account for the jobs near non-CBD stations that may create rail demand.  This helps 
forecasters study reverse commuting – commuters travelling away from downtown to 
reach their jobs.  Lane et al. argue that their model can better predict ridership for various 
types of trips, such as commuting from the CBD to an airport, transit center, or to 
suburban activity centers (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006). 
To address the issue of non-exclusive catchment areas, Lane, et al. improved the 
TCRP H-1 model by applying exclusive bands to analyze station catchment areas.  
Exclusive bands eliminate the “overlap effect” that double and triple counts demographic 
data and skews results.  By applying exclusive rather than non-exclusive bands, Lane, et 
al. improved the correlation coefficients of their dependent variable (ln station boardings) 
by 125% (Lane, DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006). 
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Illustration 3: Example of exclusive catchment areas 
(Source: Clayton Lane, Mary DiCarlantonio, and Len Usvyat 2006) 
Finally, the LDU model produces an R-Squared value of .76, a significant 
improvement over the H-1 model’s R-Squared value of .523. 
 
THE LDU MODEL 
To develop their model, Lane, DiCarlantonio, and Usvyat studied 348 stations 
along twenty-two lines in eleven metro areas.  They picked a wide range of cities to 
represent different population sizes and geographies.  These included Dallas, Portland, 
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Sacramento St. Louis, Salt Lake City, Buffalo, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, and San Jose. 
The LDU model can be written as: 
 
Ln(light rail station boardings) = .7630  
+ .9589 [if bus is present] 
+ .6058 [if parking is present] 
+ .6716 [if transportation center or rail trunk] 
+ 6.411 [CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
−1.141 × typical commuter fare (2005 dollars) 
+ 0.464 × average household size within 2 miles of the station 
+ 1.94X10
-8
 × CBD density (1000s jobs/sq. mile),[ if line connects to CBD; 0 
otherwise]  
+ .2809 × ln( jobs within 0.5 mile of the station) 
+ .1802 ×ln(households within 0.5 mile of the station)  
 
Or, when the logarithmic terms are “unwrapped” to express the dependent 
variable simply in terms of daily station boardings: 
 
light rail station boardings = 2.572  
X 2.609 [if bus is present] 
X 1.833 [if parking is present] 
X 1.957 [if transportation center or rail trunk] 
X exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
X exp [−1.141 × typical commuter fare (2005 dollars)] 
X exp [0.464 × average household size within 2 miles of the station] 
X exp [0.019401 × CBD density (1000s jobs/sq. mile), if line connects to CBD; 0 
otherwise]  
X ( jobs within 0.5 mile of the station)^0.281 
X (households within 0.5 mile of the station)^0.180 
 
The adjusted R-squared value for each station is .76, and this increases to .97 when 
each station ridership tally is summed to calculate the demand for the entire line.  This 
represents a major upgrade over the accuracy of the TCRP H-1 model’s R-Squared value 
of .523.  With their improvements, the LDU model “successfully develops a nationally 
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relevant, reliable, sketch-level ridership forecasting tool for light rail (Lane, 
DiCarlantonio and Usvyat 2006).”  The LDU model may become the standard for low-
cost, user-friendly ridership forecasting.  For this report, this model is applied to the 
planned North Line of Houston to examine its accuracy in forecasting rail ridership. 
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Chapter 7: Houston Light rail  
The Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO) opened its first 
light rail line in January of 2004.  The 7.5 mile Red Line runs from downtown Houston to 
the Reliant Stadium complex.  METRO invested over $300 million into the project.  The 
line has consistently carried between 35,000 and 40,000 passengers daily in its eight 
years of operation.  Based on the demand for the initial Red Line, METRO is currently 
building four new rail lines and planning a fifth.  Three of these lines, the North Line, 
East End Line, and South East Line, are scheduled to open in late 2013 or early 2014.   
Combined, these lines will add approximately 29 miles to the METRO system at a cost of 
approximately $3.7 billion (Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County 2012).   
The Houston system was selected for this study because it is one of the most 
successful light rail projects in the United States.  According to a recent METRO news 
release, the existing Red Line is the nation’s most heavily travelled rail line in terms of 
passenger boardings per track-mile.  Metro calls the Red Line “a shining example of the 
positive potential a well-planned rail system offers, even in a car-happy city such as 
Houston (METRO 2012).”  As an example of successful light rail planning, an analysis 
of METRO’s forecasting techniques may be valuable to other cities that are expanding 
their systems.   
The Houston system is also well-suited for this study because ridership and 
demographic data is readily available.  The Houston area metropolitan planning 
organization, Houston-Galveston Area Council, estimated population, households, and 
employment figures for every TAZ in the region through the year 2035.  This provides 
accurate and accessible data for the estimates in this study.  
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 Since the Houston system is currently building and planning five new rail lines, 
the agency has recently conducted ridership forecasts that are readily available for 
analysis.  Using the 4-step process, METRO calculated projected ridership for the new 
lines for the years 2015 and 2030.  This paper will compared the 4-step process’s 
predictions with those of the LDU model for the year 2030.   
2030 was selected because it is fifteen years beyond the planned opening date of 
three METRO lines.  In the first year operation, light rail lines typically experience spikes 
and variations in ridership trends.  Riders may be attracted to the newness of rail, and 
ridership may be unusually high in the first several months of operation.  Also, 
commuters need time to experiment with the new mode of transportation and compare its 
costs and time benefits with their current modes; they need time to adjust to the newly 
available line.  In addition, potential delays could push the lines’ opening dates past 2015.  
The 2030 projections allow time to pass for the lines to become fully operation and fully 
integrated into the commuting habits of citizens.  It avoids any statistically anomalies that 
may occur in the first year of operation.  Also, it will test the LDU’s accuracy for longer 
term projections.   
Finally, METRO has received over $1.6 billion from the Federal Transit Agency 
for its rail expansion projects.  To award grants, the FTA analyzes projected ridership on 
a proposed line to determine funding eligibility.  Since METRO’s lines are receiving 
federal tax dollars based partially on ridership forecasts, it is important to evaluate these 
forecasts’ accuracy to assure tax dollars are being spent wisely.   
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STUDY OF THE NORTH LINE  
This study focuses on METRO’s North Line.  This line was selected primarily 
because it shares minimal stations with other lines.  The model in this study utilizes 
stations catchment area demographics to calculate ridership.  When multiple lines stop at 
a single station, it can be difficult to extract the station area influences for different lines.  
The North Line shares only one transfer station with the Red Line at the UH Downtown 
station.   
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Illustration 4: North Line 
(Source: Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County) 
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METHODOLOGY 
To predict the 2030 ridership for the North Line and University Line, this study 
utilized the Lane-DiCarlantonio-Usvyat model: 
 
light rail station boardings = 2.572  
X 2.609 [if bus is present] 
X 1.833 [if parking is present]  
X 1.957 [if transportation center or rail trunk] 
X exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
X exp [−1.141 × typical commuter fare (2030 dollars)]6 
X exp [0.464 × average household size within 2 miles of the station] 
X exp [0.019401 × CBD density (1000s jobs/sq. mile), if line connects to CBD; 0 
otherwise]  
X ( jobs within 0.5 mile of the station)
0.281
 
X (households within 0.5 mile of the station)
0.180 
 
 
Data Acquisition 
To compare this model’s prediction with that of METRO for 2030, the researcher 
acquired 2030 population, household, and employment forecasts from the Houston-
Galveston Area Council (HGAC).  HGAC calculated each of these values for every TAZ 
in the region.  This 2030 demographic database file was joined with a Harris County TAZ 
GIS layer (also from HGAC) using ESRI ArcMap GIS software.  As a result, 2030 
population, household, and job numbers could be analyzed at the TAZ level in GIS.   
GIS Data Manipulation 
GIS shapefiles were created of the North Line and its stations using maps 
provided by METRO.   
                                                 
6 The fare value for the 2030 Metro light rail was adjusted for inflation using the UP Price Inflation based 
on the Consumer Price Index Average – All Urban Consumers  from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
The 2012 one-way fare for METRO’s rail is $1.25.  Adjusted for inflation, the 2030 one-way fare is $2.22. 
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To study station area data, both 2-mile and half-mile buffers were created around 
each station (since both sizes of buffers are included in the LDU model).   
 
 
Illustration 5: Half-mile and 2-mile catchment areas 
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Illustration 6:  Overlapping catchment areas of all North Line Stations 
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These bands had to be transformed into exclusive bands to remain consistent with 
the LDU model.  To create exclusive bands in ArcMap, Thiessen polygons were created 
around each station.  Thiessen polygons are polygons drawn around each station whose 
boundaries are equidistant to the adjacent stations.  
 
Illustration 7: Theissen Polygons 
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   The 2-mile and half-mile buffers were clipped to these Thiessen polygons.  The 
resulting buffers were new exclusive bands that represented each station’s catchment area 
without overlapping into the area of influence of any other station.  
 
 
Illustration 8: Exclusive catchment areas 
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 To calculate the number of jobs, households, and population within each station’s 
exclusive buffer, all ArcMap files – rail lines, rail stations, clipped buffers, and the Harris 
County TAZ files – were imported into Caliper TransCAD.  The exclusive station buffers 
were overlaid upon the TAZ demographic data file.  Using the Overlay tool, TransCAD 
calculated the jobs, households, and population falling within each station’s catchment 
area.   
 
 
Illustration 9: Overlays in TransCAD 
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Definition of CBD 
To define Houston’s CBD, the study began with the same method as the LDU 
research.  The employment density of each TAZ was calculated.  The mean density and 
standard deviations were also calculated for all Harris County TAZs.  Those TAZs 
having an employment density greater than 1.5 times and 2 times the standards deviation 
were isolated.  The CDB was identified as those contiguous TAZs with employment 
densities 2 times the standard deviation, plus all adjacent TAZ with densities 1.5 times 
the standard deviation.  
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Illustration 10: LDU model Houston CBD 
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Several outlier TAZs with disproportionately high employment densities caused 
problems with calculations of the mean and standard deviations.  Over a dozen TAZs on 
the fringes of Harris County have very small areas (less than .002 square miles).  Due to 
their small size, low job totals in these TAZs still show very high employment densities 
per square mile.7   Many of these fringe TAZs showed densities higher than those in the 
downtown area although they lie on the outskirts of Harris County.  These fringe TAZs 
with very high job densities skewed the data when calculating area mean employment 
density and standard deviation.  The researcher identified these outlier TAZs in GIS and 
removed them from the data input.  New employment densities and standard deviations 
were recalculated to more accurately define the CBD.8     
                                                 
7 For example, one TAZ featured an area of .000019 square miles and 1819 jobs, giving the TAZ a density 
of 95736842 jobs/sq. mile.  TAZs such as this caused the Harris County average employment density to be 
calculated at 1602088 jobs/sq. mile, with a standard deviation of 2300723.  This particular TAZ had an 
employment density over 40 times greater than the standard deviation.  However, this TAZ lied on the edge 
of Harris County, nowhere near downtown.  Such TAZs were eliminated for the calculation of regional 
employment density.   
8 When the outlier TAZs were removed, the mean employment density dropped from 1602088 jobs/sq. 
mile to 68741 jobs/sq. mile, and the standard deviation dropped from 2300723 to 238910. 
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Illustration 11: Fringe TAZs with high employment density 
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RESULTS 
The following table shows the daily boarding results of the LDU model for 
Houston Metro’s North Line compared to METRO’s 4-step process.   
 
Daily Boardings  North Line   
LDU Model  Station 
METRO 4-step 
process 
41,309,513 Northline Transit Center 6,200 
2,442,678 Melbourne 950 
1,760,674 Lindale Park 1,600 
1,777,296 Cavalcade 1,000 
1,796,259 Moody Park 700 
8,035,538 Fulton 2,300 
9,894,649 Quitman 4,900 
41,413,874 Burnet 9,550 
TOTAL   TOTAL 
108,430,481 
  
29,900* 
* includes 2,700 special 
event trips 
Table 1: LDU model North Line ridership forecast 
The LDU model is unrealistic in forecasting over 108 million daily riders.  This 
forecast is also over 3600 times greater than METRO’s forecast.  The results suggest that 
the model is not a viable alternative to METRO’s 4-step process.   
Problems with Model Application 
Problems with Defining the CBD 
The most significant issue in the model is Houston’s high CDB employment 
density. Houston’s downtown employment density makes it an anomaly when compared 
to other cities studied for the LDU model in the paper by Lane, et al.   
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The LDU formula for defining the CBD produced a downtown area covering .615 
square miles and containing 349,550 jobs.  This delineation of the CBD caused 
significant problems when applying the LDU forecasting model to Houston light rail.   
The employment density value for Houston produced by the LDU formula, 568,667 
jobs/square mile, is five to ten times the magnitude of the density of the cities in the 
Lane, et al. paper.  Since two variables in the model relate specifically to downtown 
employment, this discrepancy significantly skews the results when applying the model to 
Houston.   
The chart below compares Houston’s CDB values to other cities studies in the 
Lane, et al. report.  It shows that Houston’s CBD employment density is approximately 
ten times that of Buffalo and Cleveland and twice as dense as New York City.  While 
Houston’s CBD employment is similar to cities of comparable size (like Philadelphia and 
Washington, DC), its CBD is much smaller.  At only .615 square miles, it is the second 
smallest downtown on the chart.   
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City 
Employment 
Density 
(jobs/sq. mile) # TAZs in CBD 
Employment 
in CDB CBD area (sq. miles) 
Dallas  23,871 16 165,425 6.93 
San Jose 33,081 3 33,488 1.01 
Cleveland 49,563 15 19,825 0.40 
Buffalo 53,412 16 39,525 0.74 
Salt Lake City 59,441 16 48,185 0.81 
Sacramento 65,485 12 66,140 1.01 
Portland 66,847 16 145,726 2.18 
St. Louis 66,967 35 71,655 1.07 
Los Angeles 75,057 21 256,920 3.42 
Pittsburgh 83,362 16 151,302 1.82 
San Francisco 11,6879 39 449,983 3.85 
Washington 
DC 125,373 54 422,506 3.37 
Philadelphia 132,835 40 317,475 2.39 
Boston 162,686 49 284,700 1.75 
Chicago 164,325 42 673,733 4.10 
New York 284,877 113 1,812,390 6.36 
Houston 568,667 146 34,9950 0.615 
Table 2: Houston CBD employment density compared to other cities 
Interestingly, Houston’s CBD contains more TAZs (146) than any other city - 
over three times as many of cities of comparable size like Philadelphia, Washington, and 
Boston.  Interestingly, the TAZs in other Metro areas are much larger.  For example, New 
York City’s 113 CBD TAZs cover 6.36 square miles; in contrast, Houston’s 146 CBD 
TAZs cover .615 square miles.  There exists a significant incongruity in geographies 
within the LDU model and Houston’s metro area.  Houston’s average TAZ size is .0042 
square miles, while the average TAZ size for the cities in the LDU study is .082 square 
miles.  Because of this incongruity, the CBD definition employed by Lane et al. does not 
apply well to Houston.   
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The significance of Houston’s disproportionately high CBD employment density 
is manifest in the LDU model equation: 
 
light rail station boardings = 2.572  
X 2.609 [if bus is present] 
X 1.833 [if parking is present]  
X 1.957 [if transportation center or rail trunk] 
X exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
X exp [−1.141 × typical commuter fare (2030 dollars)] 
X exp [0.464 × average household size within 2 miles of the station] 
X exp [0.019401 × CBD density (1000s jobs/sq. mile), if line connects to CBD; 0 
otherwise]  
X ( jobs within 0.5 mile of the station)
0.281
 
X (households within 0.5 mile of the station)
0.180 
 
 
When the equation is applied to the Northline Transit Center station of Houston’s 
North Line, the terms are: 
light rail station boardings = 2.572 
X 2.609 [1] 
X 1.833 [1]  
X 1.957 [1] 
X exp [6.411 × 349950 ÷ 2983213] 
X exp [−1.141 ×2.22] 
X exp [0.464 × 2.668] 
X exp [0.019401 × 568.7]  
X (3397)
0.281
 
X (6508)
0.180 
 
= 41,309,513 daily boardings 
 
Multiplied out, the equation becomes: 
 
light rail daily boardings = 2.572  
X 2.609  
X 1.833  
X 1.957  
X 2.121  
X .0794  
X 3.449 
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X 61904.53  
X 9.823  
X 4.858  
= 41,309,513 daily boardings 
The highlighted term corresponds to the CDB employment density variable 
(0.019401 × CBD density[1000s jobs/sq. mile]).  In the model for Houston’s North Line, 
this equates to 61904.53; so, this term multiples the entire equation by a factor greater 
than 61,000.  Such a large multiplication factor gives the Northline Transit Center station 
a value of 41,309,513 daily boardings.  This value is impossible considering it is 20 times 
higher than the population of Houston. 
To confirm the problem of Houston’s high CBD employment density, the 
researcher of this paper tested the LDU model equation using the CDB employment 
numbers of Philadelphia (given in the Lane, et al. paper).  The purpose was to see how 
Houston’s light rail would perform in the model if its CDB values were similar to 
comparable cities in the Lane, et al. study.  Philadelphia was chosen because its total 
population and CDB job totals are similar to Houston’s.  The test kept the station area 
data from Houston’s North Line.  It simply substituted Philadelphia’s CBD employment 
numbers.  The results are shown in the following chart.  
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Daily Boardings 
North Line (Philadelphia 
stats)   
LDU Model  Station 
METRO 4-step 
process 
7,854 Northline Transit Center 6,200 
464 Melbourne 950 
335 Lindale Park 1,600 
338 Cavalcade 1,000 
342 Moody Park 700 
1,528 Fulton 2,300 
1,881 Quitman 4,900 
7,874 Burnet 9,550 
TOTAL   TOTAL 
20,616 
  
29,900** includes 2,700 
special event trips 
Table 3: Testing Houston’s North Line ridership using Philadelphia CBD totals 
The chart reveals that when applying Philadelphia CDB values to the model 
(while keeping Houston station area data), the predicted ridership is much closer to the 
METRO 4-step process.  Although the total ridership is 9,000 boardings lower, using 
different CDB values brings the forecast to a much more realistic number.  This test using 
Philadelphia’s CBD values confirms that Houston’s CDB job density is the main factor 
that causes the LDU model to disproportionately overestimate the North Line’s ridership. 
Adjustments to the Model 
Since employment density is the main problem in applying the LDU model to 
Houston, the researcher experimented with different definitions of the CBD.  The goal 
was to increase the overall area of the CBD, thus reducing employment density.   
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The HGAC CBD 
An alternative to the LDU model CBD is the downtown area defined by the 
Houston-Galveston Area Council.  This area is bounded by I-45 on the west, I-45 on the 
south, US 59 on the east and Buffalo Bayou on the north.  While the groupings of TAZs 
in the LDU formula fall within the general downtown areas as defined by HGAC, many 
TAZs within the HGAC downtown area were not included using the LDU formula 
because their employment densities were not high enough (their EDs are not above 1.5 
standard deviations of the regional mean).  These TAZs include parking lots and parks in 
the downtown area.  However, some of these TAZs that were not included in the LDU 
formula do possess significant employment facilities, such as the Brown Convention 
Center and Minute Maid Park.  Even though these TAZs are not as dense as those 
containing high rise office buildings, they are still a part of the downtown employment 
center.  They still influence the number of commuters accessing downtown for work.  
Parking lots, restaurants, and ball parks still bring workers to the CBD, even if they are 
not as dense as other job centers.  These TAZs were not included in the LDU formula, 
but are added in the HGAC CDB definition. 
The HGAC downtown covers 1.18 square miles and contains 437,048 jobs, 
resulting in an employment density of 370, 705 jobs per square mile.  
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Illustration 12: HGAC CBD 
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Expanded  LDU-based CBD 
A second adjustment to the LDU model CBD used the LDU-defined downtown as 
a base.  The area was expanded to include many TAZs not in the traditional downtown.   
The expanded CBD began with the LDU model CDB as a base.  Next, any and all 
TAZs with employment densities over 1.5 standard deviations over the mean that lie 
adjacent to the CBD were added.  The original LDU model included only those TAZs 
with ED’s 1.5 standard deviations over the mean that lied adjacent to TAZs with ED’s 2 
standard deviations.  So, this included all TAZs’ with an ED of 1.5 standard deviations 
above the mean that were adjacent to any TAZ already included in the CBD. 
  Finally, any and all TAZs adjacent to these additional TAZs were added 
regardless of their employment density.  Like low-employment TAZs within the 
downtown area, these TAZs on the outskirts of downtown might still influence 
commuters and employment numbers within the CBD.  The researcher concluded that 
they lay near the highest density employment centers in the Houston metro area, and thus 
should be included in the boundary of the CBD.   
This expanded CBD covers 2.528 square miles and contains 564,885 employees, 
resulting in an employment density of 223,450 jobs per square mile.  This figure is close 
to New York City, the densest city studied in the Lane, et al. paper.   
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Illustration 13: Expanded CBD 
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Results with variant CBDs 
The results of applying the variant CBDs to the LDU model are shown in the 
chart below. 
 
Daily Boardings         
Station 
HGAC 
CBD 
Expanded 
CBD LDU CBD METRO 4-step process 
Northline Transit 
Center 1,069,261 85,868 
41,309,513 
6,200 
Melbourne 63,227 5,077 2,442,678 950 
Lindale Park 45,573 3,660 1,760,674 1,600 
Cavalcade 46,004 3,694 1,777,296 1,000 
Moody Park 46,497 3,734 1,796,259 700 
Fulton 207,992 16,703 8,035,538 2,300 
Quitman 256,114 20,568 9,894,649 4,900 
Burnet 1,071,962 86,085 41,413,874 9,550 
  TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
  
2,806,630 212,210 108,430,481 29,900** includes 2,700 
special event trips 
Table 4:  Expanded CBDs daily boardings 
The results prove that when applying the LDU model to Houston’s North Line, 
reducing the employment density of the CBD significantly reduces the forecasted daily 
ridership.  However, the ridership estimates are still unrealistic and significantly greater 
than that calculated by METRO.  The following chart shows the varying CBD 
employment densities studied in this report and their corresponding daily boarding 
forecasts.  
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Downtown 
delineation 
CBD employment 
density 
Total North 
Line Daily 
Boardings 
LDU model 568,667 jobs/sq. mile 
        
108,430,480  
HGAC CDB 370,705 jobs/sq. mile 
             
2,806,629  
Expanded CBD 223,450 jobs/sq. mile 
                
212,210  
Table 5:  Daily boardings based on different definitions of the CBD 
Problems with different CBD delineations 
The tests with different CBD delineations demonstrate several problems with the 
LDU model. 
First, altering the CBD brings about interactions between the model’s variables.  
As the CBD area is expanded to reduce employment density, the overall total CB 
employment increases.  More TAZs are added to the CBD, thus more jobs are added.  As 
a result, although the term in the model relating to CBD employment density decreases, 
the term relating to CBD employment as a portion of overall metro area employment 
increases.  
To illustrate, the fourth term of the LDU model expresses CBD employment as a 
proportion of total metro area employment.  It is written:  
exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment]. 
Since CBD employment is expressed as a portion of metro area employment, as 
CBD employment increases, this term also increases.  In the model, as one expands the 
size of the CBD to decrease CBD employment density, this term simultaneously grows.   
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Downtown 
delineation 
Model term relating to CBD employment 
density exp [0.019401 × CBD density 
(1000s jobs/sq. mile) 
Term relating to total CD 
employment as portion of total 
metro area employment 
  exp [0.019401 × CBD density (1000s 
jobs/sq. mile) 
exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ 
metro area employment] 
LDU model 61,904.53 2.12 
HGAC CDB 1,382.82 2.56 
Expanded CBD 76.34 3.37 
Table 6:  Increasing CBD total employment correlated to decreased CBD density 
Consequently, if one tries to continuously decrease the total number of daily 
boardings predicted by the LDU model by decreasing CBD density, one will create the 
counter effect of increasing total CBD employment and consequently increasing the 
related term in the model.  The result is a mathematical game of trying to find the 
appropriate balance of CBD size and CBD employment – increasing one to decrease the 
other.  Again, such mathematical maneuverings are not a valid way to consistently 
forecast ridership.  This is an act of manipulating a model simply to “make it work” 
without considering the validity of its results.   
Finally, the different CBD forecasts further illustrate how the LDU model cannot 
be applied to Houston.  Even by expanding the CBD area well beyond its traditional 
boundaries and including TAZs with very low employment densities, the model still 
produces extremely high and unrealistic ridership predictions for the North Line (212,210 
daily boardings).  Regardless of how the CBD is defined, there exists a significant 
incongruity between the LDU model and the Houston metro area that makes the model 
invalid. 
Despite the failure of the LDU model in Houston, the multiple CBD tests 
substantiate Lane et al.’s concept of establishing subjective rules for defining a CBD.  
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The three CBD models produced widely different ridership forecasts, ranging from over 
100 million riders to 212,000.  This wide variance demonstrates how objective definitions 
of a downtown area can significantly affect the outcomes of ridership forecasts.  One can 
make varying assumptions about the definition of the CBD to manipulate the results of 
the model. Even though the LDU model does not apply well to the Houston metro, it does 
demonstrate a need for a consistent, subjective definition of a CBD.   
 
Problems with defining the metropolitan area 
A final problem with the LDU model is that it does not subjectively define the 
metropolitan area of the rail system being studied.  Like the CBD, a metro area can be 
arbitrarily and inconsistently defined.  This is important, because one term of the model 
expresses CBD employment as a proportion of total metro area employment: 
exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
How one defines the metro area can significantly impact the value of this term 
and affect the forecast for ridership.  As the area and population included in the metro 
area increases, the denominator of the fraction increases, and the value of the term 
decreases.   
To illustrate, three geographic definitions of the Houston metro can be applied in 
this study – Harris County, the city limits of Houston, and the 8-county Houston-
Galveston Area Council MPO.  
For the original application of the LDU model, this study defined the Houston 
metropolitan area as Harris County.  This was for two reasons.  First, the jurisdiction of 
the transit agency responsible for Houston’s light rail (Metropolitan Transit Authority of 
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Harris County) is Harris County.  Second, the proposed lines and almost all of the city of 
Houston fall completely within Harris County.   
The city limits of Houston can also be used as the metro area because the 
proposed light rail lines will lie completely within the Houston city limits.  This may be a 
valid definition of the metro area that influences rail ridership because suburban residents 
outside Houston’s boundaries may be less likely to use rail to access urban destinations. 
Finally, the 8-county area served by the Houston-Galveston Area Council could 
define the metropolitan area.  HGAC is the metropolitan planning organization that 
assists METRO and the area’s local governments in transportation planning and the 
distribution of federal transportation dollars.  While this region sprawls well beyond the 
reach of Houston’s light rail, HGAC plans transportation projects with the entire 8-
county region in mind.  The city of Houston serves as the commercial hub of this region, 
and many residents commute to its urban core on a daily basis.  
The table below shows the difference in ridership forecasts when applying three 
different definitions of the metro area, using the expanded LDU definition for the CBD.9 
 
Metro area definition Employment Daily Boardings 
HGAC 8-county 3,771,843  164,638  
Harris County 2,983,213  212,210 
City of Houston 2,436,643  278,627  
Table 7:  Definitions of metropolitan area 
The chart shows how changing the definition of the metro area significantly 
changes the ridership predicted in the LDU model.  As the metropolitan area increases in 
                                                 
9 The expanded LDU CBD delineation was used in this calculation simply for a control value for the CBD.  
The purpose of this test of the model is s to show how the metro area definition changes ridership forecast, 
ceteris paribus.   Any of the CBD values could have been used as a control.  
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size, and its employment total increases, the estimated daily boardings decreases.  This is 
due to the variable that expresses CBD employment as a proportion of total metro area 
employment: 
exp [6.411 × CBD employment ÷ metro area employment] 
As the denominator of the term, metro area employment, increases, the value of 
the term itself decreases.  Consequently, the final calculation of the regression equation 
decreases.  
To illustrate, Table 7 shows that a 22.4% increase in employment from the City of 
Houston metro area definition to the Harris County metro area definition leads to a 23.8% 
decrease in ridership.  A 26.4% increase in employment from Harris County metro area 
definition to the HGAC metro area definition leads to a 22.4% decrease in ridership.  
However, regardless of which metro area is used, the forecasts are still unrealistically 
high.   
As with the CBD, a specifically defined metropolitan area is essential for the 
consistent application of the LDU model.  One can make varying assumptions about the 
definition of the metro area to manipulate the results of the model.  
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Conclusion 
The LDU model does not accurately apply for forecasting the 2030 ridership on 
Houston METRO’s North Line.  The LDU formula predicts 108,430,481daily boardings 
– 20 times higher than the estimated 2030 population of Harris County. It is not a viable 
alternative to the 4-step process for this specific estimation. 
The LDU’s formula for defining the CBD delineates a downtown area in Houston 
whose employment density is significantly higher than those cities studied by Lane et al. 
This disproportionately high CBD employment density creates a mathematical term in 
the model that calculates an unrealistically high ridership forecast for the North Line.  
Even when various delineations of the Houston downtown are applied to reduce the CBD 
employment density, the model still predicts unrealistically high ridership.   
In addition, incongruities exist in the geographic entities used by the LDU report 
and HGAC and METRO to define the Houston downtown.  In the cities studied for the 
Lane et al. paper, the downtowns consist of three to 113 TAZs and cover areas averaging 
2.58 square miles.  In Houston, the LDU-defined CBD consists of 146 TAZs, but it 
covers only .615 square miles.  Houston’s average TAZ size is .0042 square miles, while 
the average TAZ size for the cities in the LDU study is .082 square miles.  Such 
incongruous geographies prevent the LDU model from being relevant to Houston. 
The Lane et al. paper does not define the metro areas used in its model.  A 
variable in the model expresses CBD employment as a proportion of total metro area 
employment.  Since the model does not specifically outline the metro area served by the 
light rail system, it can be subjectively and inconsistently defined.  This study 
demonstrates how applying different geographies of a metro area to the model produces 
significantly different results for rail ridership.   
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Although Lane et al. created a forecasting model that proved to be applicable for 
many cities’ light rail systems, it is not an accurate tool for predicting ridership on 
Houston’s North Line.  The model’s definition of the CBD creates downtown 
employment densities in Houston that are significantly higher than those in other cities.  
Also, the model does not define a city’s metropolitan area, thus allowing for inconsistent 
calculations of several variables. 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
New techniques may be developed to consistently and objectively define a CBD 
for rail ridership estimations.  Research shows that the CBD is a significant factor that 
influences rail ridership.  Future research might compare how the Lane et al. and other 
cities/MPOs define their CBDs.  This report reveals that the TAZ sizes employed by 
different MPOs may be significantly different.  Houston’s CBD consists of many more 
TAZs of much smaller sizes than the TAZs in other cities of the Lane et al. research.  
Consistent definitions of TAZs and CBDs may help the LDU model be more universally 
applied. 
Significant incongruities in CBD definitions also exist within a single 
metropolitan area.  This report showed discrepancies between the CBD definitions of the 
LDU model, HGAC, and METRO. These differences cause substantial variances in light 
rail boarding forecasts.  Future research may help MPOs create consistent CBD 
definitions within their specific metropolitan regions.       
Similarly, future research may examine definitions of light rail systems’ metro 
areas.  In the LDU model, the metro area plays a significant role in influencing ridership.  
However, the metro area is not specifically defined, and this paper demonstrates how 
different definitions of a metro area can change ridership forecasts.  To improve the LDU 
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model, researchers may develop techniques to accurately delineate a metro area to better 
analyze its impacts on light rail ridership.  Knowing the different forecasts produced by 
different metro area definitions may allow researchers to more accurately choose their 
geographic/demographic assumptions when creating a model.  
New studies might apply the LDU model to other lines in the METRO system and 
to cities not studied in the Lane et al. paper.  This research may determine if the North 
Line and the Houston system are anomalies, or if similar problems exist when the LDU 
model is applied to other lines in Houston and other cities.  If the problems are found in 
other studies, they may help find flaws in the LDU model and point to corrections. 
In addition, new studies might compare the results of the LDU model, H-1 model, 
and 4-step process for different cities’ transit systems.  The comparisons may reveal the 
characteristics of those cities  and systems for which each technique is the most accurate.  
These studies might enable planners to select which modeling technique is best for their 
particular metropolitan areas.   
Finally, future research may apply the model to other years of forecast data.  The 
LDU model, created in 2006, was based on then-current 2005 census data.  New studies 
might test this model for various future dates to examine how well it applies to different 
population and employment forecasts.   
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